Buses run regularly to Hope Park from Liverpool city centre. You can take numbers 61, 61A, 81 and 81A. From Liverpool John Lennon Airport (south Liverpool):

From the M62: Leave the motorway at Junction 12 (A557). Follow signs to Widnes. Runcorn and Liverpool Airport (A557) for about three miles. At the junction with the A533 branch left to go over Runcorn Bridge. Move into the right hand lane on the Bridge and follow signs for Liverpool (A562). Stay on the main road to Liverpool, which becomes the A561 (past Jaguar Factory on the right-hand side) until the second set of traffic lights. Turn right on to the A5275 Speke Hall Road which becomes Hilford Road (A562) then Menlove Avenue (A565); through three sets of traffic lights. At fourth set of traffic lights, turn right into Cromptons Lane, through another set of traffic lights on to Taggart Avenue and 81/81A (stop at the triangle opposite the shops at the top of Taggart Avenue). Continue along Queens Drive to the second set of traffic lights. Turn left onto Woolton Road (signposted Woolton), continue down this road until your reach the next main set of traffic lights and turn left into Hope Park.

If consulting an internet route planner to find Hope Park, the relevant postcode is L16 9JD.

Public transport

From Liverpool city centre: Buses run regularly to Hope Park from Liverpool city centre. You can take numbers 74 and 75 (from opposite Lewis’s in Renshaw Street) about five minutes walk from Central Station and ten minutes from Lime Street Station. Bus number 78 can be taken from Queen Square Bus Station and stops on Woolton Road.

From Broadgreen Railway Station: Broadgreen Railway Station is the nearest to Hope Park campus. Various buses are available from Queens Drive, a short walk away. Bus numbers 61/61A (stop along Taggart Avenue) and 81/81A (stop at the triangle opposite the shops at the top of Taggart Avenue).

From Bootle (north Liverpool): The 61, 61A, 81 and 81A come across the city from Bootle.

From Liverpool John Lennon Airport (south Liverpool): From Liverpool John Lennon Airport take the 81A service (stops at the triangle opposite the shops at the top of Taggart Avenue).

Current travel information is available from Traveline on telephone: 0870 608 2608 (national rate) or visit: www.merseytravel.gov.uk